Brahmavid AshirvAdaH
By Swami VidyAranya

Prayers for Self realization
53 pointers in prose form for the benefit of the seeker for nididhyasana.
Brahmavid – the knowers of Brahman
AshirvaadaH - a blessing to the aspirant for nididhyAsana to gain jnAana
niShThaa.
Sri Vidyanaya, out of compassion, has provided the exhaustive list of prayers
for understanding vedanta vicaara, the lapses to be avoided and the
reasoning to be pursued, to help the seeker in inquiry, projects an
integrated scheme of saadhana that is worthy of deep and reverential study.
(Note - brahmAtmAnubhava-siddhirbhUyAt - these two words get

repeated often in the entire text. The actual meaning to be understood is
Atma jnaana (self – knowledge) and not as an anubhava – as an
experience.)

1. There is only one consciousness permeating all the living bodies, from
Hiranyagarbha(Brahmaji) to a blade of grass and I am that consciousness only –
May this knowledge be ever firmly established in me.
2. There are four obstacles to the attainment of Nirvikapla samaadhi – laya(stupor),
vikshepa(distraction, agitataions), kaShaaya(binding desires) and rasa Asvada (
attachment to taste of bliss experienced during meditation) – May mind be
safeguarded/protected from these obstacles fully abide in Brahman.
3. May the knowledge (anubhava means experience but it is not the appropriate
word to be used here) of the eternal, changeless, uninvolved, non dual,
paripUraNaH(endowed with everything and with nothing unattained), existent,
consciousness(cognitive feature or knowledge)limitless happiness, self-evident,
homogenous Brahman be gained successfully by me.
4. May there be the knowledge of the Self which is pure awareness/consciousness,
which is different from the objective ‘I’ and which is the basis of ‘I’ notion..
5. May there be the experience of the non-dual, partless whole saccidaananda
Brahman, which is free from all differences inner and outer – from the dissimilar
and similar things…
6. May there be the clear understanding of the eternal, pure, free, the only reality,
limitless happiness or fullness, non- dual Brahman…

7. May there be the experience that the immutable inner-being, which is nondifferent from saccidaaanda Brahman and which is free from inner difference and
distinctions, is the Consciousness that is the witness of all…
8. Whatever is experienced as different from the Self is only the product of avidya
and so being non-different from the Self and is the same as the Self and may the
experience of the non-dual Brahman be mine…
9. May there be perfect and blemish less realization of ‘I am Brahman’ , like a fruit on
the palm, with the removal of non-apprehension and wrong apprehension…
10. That which is shining within as the witnessing Principle in all the creatures from
Brahmaji to the grass, is all-pervasive Self which is Paramatman and this is my (the
seeker’s) real being; may such firm experience be mine…

Overcoming desires
11. Through the practice of vasanaakshaya (extinction of desires), mano-naasha

(destruction of mind), and tattva- jnaana (realization of Truth), may there be the
attainment of the five benefits, viz . Protection of wisdom, fruition of penance ,
even –mindedness, removal of sorrow and manifestation of happiness…
12. May by the practice of maitrI (friendliness), karuNaa (compassion), mudita (joy)
and upeksha (indifference), the wrong tendencies, such as desire, cease to exist…
13. By the continuous contemplation of the Self, may the mind be divested of all
modifications and in the perfectly restrained condition assume the form of the
Self…
14. By the force of the practice of shravaNa, Manana, nididhyaasana along with shama,
etc. may the current impediments such as attachment to objects,
incomprehension, wrong comprehension and wanton assertiveness get dispelled
and there be perfect immediate relations of Brahman…
15. May there be firm conviction, by the application of the criteria, upakarma etc. that
the non-dual Brahman is the import of all the Vedantic texts…
16. May there be continual contemplation, with the help of reasoning which is in
accord with Vedanta, of the non dual Brahman taught by the preceptor…
17. May there be the uniform awareness of sat-cit-Ananda Brahman, uninterrupted by
thoughts concerning dissimilar objects like the body-mind-sense complex, etc…
18. May the bliss inherent in the Self manifest in full and with out interruption in the
mind that is rendered subtle, innermost and divested of modification because of
the contemplation that I am unattached, I am mere consciousness…
19. I am the Self, the witness which is more consciousness; I am not the ignorance
nor its effects; to remain in a state of non–difference from Brahman – which is
eternal, pure conscious ,free, real supremely blissful and non-dual and which I am
– is samaadhi, when by the pursuit of samaadhi inwardly and outwardly, the
discrimination of the seer from the seen and the discrimination of Brahman from
the universe become firm, may the identification with the body cease as a result
thereof and ensure perfect realization of the Absolute.

Supreme Being
20. That which is the substratum of the universe and that which is my inner-most

being is the Supreme Being which is really without distinctions - inner and outer.
When this distinction less Supreme is directly experienced as a result of the
practice of contemplation in opposite direction (vyatihara) as in ‘I am Brahman’,
‘Brahman I am’, may the knot of ignorance be completely destroyed, all the
doubts dispelled, all karmas extinguished and the goal of life attained…
21. May the destruction of the knot of ignorance – which is in the nature of illusory
identity between the ego and the Self - be complete…
22. Whether the Self different is from the body or not? If different, Whether the Self
is characterized by doership, etc or not? If a non–doer, whether the Self is
different from Brahman or not? If non-different, whether knowledge is, or
knowledge-cum-karma is the means for attainment of liberation? Whether the
Self is a witness or a doer? If only a witness, whether it is the same as Brahman or
not? If it is Brahman, whether it is not knowable by the intellect or not? If
knowable, whether is the knowledge itself is capable of ushering in liberation or
not? If I am Brahman, whether that reality been experienced by me or not? If I
have realized, whether there is anything to be done by me or not? If nothing is to
be done, whether am I experiencing the jivanmukti state or not? Even if I am
experiencing the jivanmukthi, will videhamukti ensue after the fall of the body or
not? Even if that is attained, will there be rebirth at a future time or not? May all
such doubts be completely dispelled…

Goal of life
23. May there be the attainment of the goal of life with the complete removal of

all the karmas excepting the praarabdha…
24. May the mind ever dwell in the experience of Brahman which is absolute
consciousness and bliss…
25. That happiness which is experienced when there is neither cognition of
duality nor sleep is really that of Brahman - may such experience of the
Supreme be attained …
26.That happiness which is experienced when the mind ceases to function is
really that of the self - may such firm realization be attained…
27. Even as the dream object is non-different from the dreamer, the outer world is
non-different from its seer may such conviction result in the experience of the
non-dual supreme self…
28. May the experience of the Supreme, that has dawned, remain un-assailed by
the doubt and non comprehension which have been dispelled by the
extinction of mind and the removal of latent tendencies…

29. In the three planes of asamsakti padarta abhavana and tyaaga which are
attainable by the jivanmuktha there is no cognition of duality and hence may
the realization of truth remain firm and unbroken…
30. May there be the Self as consciousness which is different from the gross
subtle and causal bodies and still which permeates all the states by the
application of the logical method of concomitance-cum- variance…

Prayer for light

31. May Lord Vasudeva, pleased by my devotion, seated in the Self, usher in the
steady discriminative knowledge, as light from a lamp in which devotion is the
oil, fervor is the air, knowledge characterized by continence, etc. is the wick,
dispassionate intellect is the utensil, pure mind is the abode - and destroy the
dense darkness of ignorance…
32. May the Lord give buddhi yoga to me, who contemplates upon Vasudeva as
the very Self and has thus surrendered unto Him…
33. May there be the experience of Consciousness as the witness, which,
without mediacy, directly cognizes all things superimposed on it …
34. May there be experience of the Consciousness which illuminates all the inert
matter, including body, senses, etc.
35. May there be the experience of the Self as Supreme Bliss in as much as the
Self is ever the object of one’s likes and never of dislikes …
36. May there be the experience of the Self as all-pervasive being because the
manifestation of the entire Universe can take place only in the presence of the
illumining Consciousness…
37. May there be the experience of the innermost being as the Self because sat,
cit, and Ananda - distinct and different from the unreal, inert and sorrowful manifest in the innermost…
38. In the consciousness of the object, consciousness is prior to the object and so
the real nature of the object also is only Consciousness - with such conviction
may the object be ignored and the mind remain resolved in Consciousness
always…

Supreme Identity

39. May there be the experience of all the witness consciousness which is the real
sense of ‘I’, as in the Supreme Consciousness, which is the cause of the
universe as instructed in the Aitareya Upanishad…
40. As the Prajnaanam which is Brahman is also existent in me, I am also Brahman
and may there be this experience of supreme identity instructed in the
Aitareya Upanishad…
41. As the insentient things like body appear to be sentient because of the
presence of the Self, the Self is of the nature of Consciousness - may this
experience of the self-consciousness be there…

42. As the miserable body, etc, appear happy because of the presence of the Sel,
the Self is of the nature of Ananda and m ay there be the experience of the
supremely blissful Self…
43. May there be the experience of the non-dual Self, as the Self is not limited by
space, time and object……
44. May there not be the arousal of anger, etc., as the tendency to be angry on
the slightest pretext has been eradicated by the practice of forbearance,
etc…
45. May there be unflinching devotion towards the lotus feet of the Lord by
whose grace only the Self is experienced, as, ‘I am Vishnu and all the universe
is fancied only in me’…
46. As the inert world has to function in the presence of Consciousness, may
there be the experience of all pervasive Self Consciousness…
47. As the totally of the universe has come into being because of the Self, the Self
is all - may there be the experience of the Absolute Self…

Unattached Self

48. As it not mediate and as it does not require an illumining agent, the Self Consciousness is ever manifest and so may there always be this immediate
experience of Consciousness…
49. Where Self is cognized as existent and when that Self is not seen associated with
anything else, the Self is really non-attached - may there be the experience of this
un-attached self…
50. In as much as the self is un-attached and without parts, it is ever free - may there
be the experience of Self as eternally free…
51. Though the self is not objectively cognized, it is yet the basis for the activity
arising out of immediate apprehension and so it is self-luminous. May there be
the experience of the Self as luminous being…
52. As the self manifests with out any external aid – may there be the experience of
the Self as luminous being…
53. All the world consisting of from taste etc. which is cognized in the substratum of
the self is illusory and really non-existent - may this firm conviction be ever there
by the grace of illumined souls…
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